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There are 8 egg crates. Each crate holds 4 eggs. How many eggs are there in all?2)

Janice hops 6 times to cover a !ight of stairs that has 12 steps. By how many steps

did she hop?

3)

1) Fred, the frog leaps by 3s. He missed a few rocks. Count by 3s to "ll in the missing

numbers. Does the number 33 "t in the sequence?

4)

64 56 48 44

Help Tina complete the following number sequence by counting backwards from

64. Identify the skip counting rule.

Alex has eight 5 dollar bills in his pocket. How many dollars does he have in total?5)

12 15 21 27 30
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Skip Count - 2s to 5s

There are 8 egg crates. Each crate holds 4 eggs. How many eggs are there in all?2)

32 eggs

Janice hops 6 times to cover a !ight of stairs that has 12 steps. By how many steps

did she hop?

3)

She hopped by 2 steps.

1) Fred, the frog leaps by 3s. He missed a few rocks. Count by 3s to "ll in the missing

numbers. Does the number 33 "t in the sequence?

Yes, 33 !ts in the sequence.

4)

64 60 56 52 48 44 40 36

Help Tina complete the following number sequence by counting backwards from

64. Identify the skip counting rule.

Skip count by 4s

Alex has eight 5 dollar bills in his pocket. How many dollars does he have in total?5)

$40

12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33
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4) Benjamin bought 7 !shbowls. He places 5 !sh in each !shbowl. Skip count to !nd

the missing numbers.

15 25 30

Skip Count - 2s to 5s

Dahlia has 5 nickels in her handbag. A nickel is worth 5 cents. How many cents does 

she have in total? Identify the skip counting rule.

1)

3) Avril has invited her friends over for co"ee. If 3 trays hold 5 co"ee mugs each, how 

many friends did she invite in total?

2) Chloe is pinning stars on a bulletin board. A few stars have no numbers on them.

Help Chloe !nd the missing numbers in the sequence. By what number did she 

skip count?

24 30 32

A sports shop has 9 packs of tennis balls on display. Each pack contains 3 balls. 

How many tennis balls are there in all? Did you count by 5s?

5)
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4) Benjamin bought 7 !shbowls. He places 5 !sh in each !shbowl. Skip count to !nd

the missing numbers.

5 10 15 2520 30 35

Skip Count - 2s to 5s

Dahlia has 5 nickels in her handbag. A nickel is worth 5 cents. How many cents does 

she have in total? Identify the skip counting rule.

1)

25 cents, Skip count by 5s

3)

15 friends

Avril has invited her friends over for co"ee. If 3 trays hold 5 co"ee mugs each, how 

many friends did she invite in total?

2)

She counted by 2s.

Chloe is pinning stars on a bulletin board. A few stars have no numbers on them.

Help Chloe !nd the missing numbers in the sequence. By what number did she 

skip count?

22 24 26 28 30 3432

A sports shop has 9 packs of tennis balls on display. Each pack contains 3 balls. 

How many tennis balls are there in all? Did you count by 5s?

5)

No, I counted by 3s. There are 27 tennis balls in all.
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Nathan went butter�y catching. He placed 4 butter�ies in each jar. He has 3 such

jars. How many butter�ies did he catch in all?

2)

There are 5 vases on display in a shop. Each vase holds 3 roses. How many roses 

are there in all? Is your answer 16?

1)
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Help Chris count backward to !ll in the missing numbers on the blank �ashcards.

Identify the skip counting rule.

3)

38 34 3040

Skip Count - 2s to 5s

5) John walks on a sandy beach. Fill in the missing numbers to retrace his footprints. 

Identify the skip counting rule.

15

24

27

36

There are 5 toy cars on display in a shop. Each toy car costs $4. What is the total cost

of all the toy cars? 

4)

$ 4 $ 4 $ 4 $ 4 $ 4
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Nathan went butter�y catching. He placed 4 butter�ies in each jar. He has 3 such

jars. How many butter�ies did he catch in all?

2)

There are 5 vases on display in a shop. Each vase holds 3 roses. How many roses 

are there in all? Is your answer 16?

1)
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Help Chris count backward to !ll in the missing numbers on the blank �ashcards.

Identify the skip counting rule.

3)

38 36 34 32 30 28 2640

Skip Count - 2s to 5s

5) John walks on a sandy beach. Fill in the missing numbers to retrace his footprints. 

Identify the skip counting rule.

15

18

21

24

27

30

33

36

There are 5 toy cars on display in a shop. Each toy car costs $4. What is the total cost

of all the toy cars? 

$ 4 $ 4 $ 4 $ 4 $ 4

4)

12 butter!ies

No, there are 15 roses in all.

Skip count by 2s

Skip count by 3s

$20
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